Luxembourg, 29/11/2022

Celebrating the tenth anniversary of EIB Social Tournament
75% stay
(and downshift...?)

>25% drop out
Coworking = remote working (by objectives)

Cobaby = have your children next door, properly taken care of

Community = sharing needs, resources, opportunities (online and off line)

Timesaving Services = let things come to us instead of us going to them

Co-labs = exchanging skills and experiences

Piano C = space welcomes time
The challenge

A totally new model
A totally innovative approach
Very difficult to tell,
unless experimented...

Then we were selected by EIB...
Opening December 10° 2012
This is the (1st) place
These are the numbers

in
3 months

70+ people booked for a day test

350+ people contacted us to participate to the experience

Trieste, Turin, Bergamo, Rome and Milan2 want to replicate
And these are the people and the team...

the 7 founders

Alice, designer

Raffaele, Chief Host

Benedetta, storyteller

Silvia and Lucrezia, cobaby managers

Emanuela, researcher

and many more WoWo
PS maybe you wanted to know what we did with the EIB prize...

Thank you from pianoC

European Investment Bank - Institute